
 

 

Anheuser Busch Calls Accumulate as Weekly Base Builds 

Ticker/Price: BUD ($46.50) 

 

Analysis: 

Anheuser Busch (BUD) September $50 calls active over 6000X this morning $2.90 to $3 where nearly 4000 added 

yesterday. BUD has also seen nearly 4500 January 2022 $35 puts sold to open showing a level of willing buyers. BUD 

shares have ranged sideways since the March sell-off without much upward momentum but a large base forming on the 

weekly and above $50 has a large volume pocket back to $75. The $75B brewer trades 14.5X Earnings, 1.47X Sales, and 

12X EBITDA with a 4.5% dividend yield. BUD will next report in late July. BUD has been reducing debt and 

strengthening its portfolio including an $11B divestiture to Asahi and is exploring options for a packaging business that 

could fetch $6B. BUD also in the news earlier this year delaying its Asia IPO. They’ve lost some share in beer but their 

recent deal for Craft Brew (BREW) gives them more diversity on the shelf while management commentary in October 

indicated the company is prepared to buy their way into the hot seltzer market. In April the company cut its dividend 

and moved its AGM. BUD started 2020 with good momentum seeing 1.9% volume growth the opening two months 

before COVID-19 disruptions hit hard. Analysts have an average target of $60 and short interest low at 0.2% of the float. 

JPM upgraded to Neutral recently due to valuation. Argus out with a $60 target in March seeing opportunity into 

weakness, expecting the company to benefit from the under penetration in emerging markets, increased demand for 

premium beers, and expanding sales of "near-beer" and nonalcoholic beverages. Hedge Fund ownership fell 14% in Q1 

filings.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: BUD is an intriguing value/yield name with a nice base and potential eventful 2020, alerts in at 

$50 though rather would see it pull back in and base for better entry, also want to see OI change tomorrow.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 



 


